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Introduction and results
This paper is devoted the Lp approach to genuine mixed displacement-traction
boundary value problems of nonlinear elastostatics. Our boundary condition is
a "regularization" of the genuine mixed displacement-traction boundary condition;
more precisely, it is a smooth linear combination of displacement and traction
boundary conditions, but is not equal to the pure traction boundary condition. The
crucial point is how to find a function space associated with the boundary condition
in which the linearized problem has a unique solution. Our result can be applied
to the St. Venant-Kirchhoff elastic material and the Hencky-Nadai elasto-plastic
material. Some previous results with pure displacement boundary condtion are
due to Ciarlet [4], Dinca [5], Marsden-Hughes [11] and Valent [16]. The results
here extend and improve substantially those results in a unified theory.
Let Ω be an open, connected subset of Euclidean space R3 with piecewise
smooth boundary 3Ω. We think of the closure Ω = ΩuθΩ as representing the
volume occupied by an undeformed body; so the set & = Ω is called the reference
configuration. A configuration of ^ is a C1 map φ:&-+R3 which is
orientation-preserving and invertible. A configuration represents a deformed state
of the body. Points in ^  are denoted by X=(X^X2,X$) and are called material
points, while points in R3 are denoted by x = (xlίx2,x$) and are called spatial
points. We write as x = φ(X).
The 3x3 matrix of partial derivatives of φ is denoted by F(X) = Dφ(X) and
is called the deformation gradient. The symmetric tensor C(F) = tFF is called the
Green deformation tensor.
A body φ(&) is acted on by applied body forces b(x) in its interior and by
applied surface forces τ(x) on a portion of the boundary. The pair (b,τ) of forces
is called the load.
In additon, the body generally experiences internal forces of stress across any
given surface. Let φc,/ι) be the force at position x across an -oriented surface
element with outward unit normal n. The celebrated Cauchy theorem asserts that
if the balance of momentum holds, then the stress vector t(x,ri) depends
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linearly on Λ, that is, there exists a symmetric two-tensor σ(x) such that
3
φc,/ι) = σ(x) - n\ tfajn) = £ σtj(x)nj.
7=1
The vector t(x,ri) is called the Cauchy stress vector and the tensor σ(x) is called the
Cauchy stress tensor.
The vector T(X,N\ defined by the formula
ΪWV) = P(X) ' N(X\ P(X] = det(Dφ(X))o(φ(X)) - (tDφ(X)) ~ \
is called the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress vector, where N(X) is the outward unit normal
to the boundary δΩ at X. The two-tensor P(X\ which is the Piola transform of
the Cauchy stress tensor σ(x\ is called the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
A material is said to be elastic if one can write the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor P(X) as a function P(X,F) of points Xe& and 3 x 3 matrices F—(Fij) with
detF>0 such that
An elastic material is said to be hyperelastic if there exists a smooth function
W(Xf] of points Xε@ and 3x3 matrices F with detF>0 such that
dW ~ dW
— ( *F); PtJίXJF) = ^
oF oFij
The function W(X,F] is called a stored energy function. The four-index tensor
λ = dP/dF=d2W/dF3F9 defined by the formula
is called the first elasticity tensor.
We make the following two assumptions throughout the paper:
(H.I) The reference configuration is a bounded region & = Ω c: R3 with smooth
boundary <5Ω.
(H.2) The material is hyperelastic.
Some boundary conditions often encountered are the following:
(a) Displacement φ(X) = φd(X) is described for XedΩ.
(b) Traction P(X,Dφ(X)) N(X)=τ(X) is described for XedΩ.
Now let B.Ω.-+R3 be the density of a given body force per unit volume in
the reference configuration and τ : dΩ -» R3 the density of a given surface force per unit
area in the reference configuration. In this paper we consider the following
equilibrium equations for the unknown configuration φ :
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ίdiv P(X,Dφ(X)) + B(X) = 0 in Ω,
(a(X)P(X,Dφ(X)) N(X) + (1 - a(X))φ(X) =τ(X) on δΩ,
where α is a smooth funciton on dΩ such that
0<α<l on dΩ.
We remark that our problem (*) is a "regularized" genuine mixed displacement-
traction boundary value problem.
We study the nonlinear problem (*) in the framework of Sobolev spaces of
Lp style. If seR and !</?<oo, we define the Sobolev space (see Subsection
1.1)
//s'p(Ω) = the space of restrictions to Ω of functions in Hs'p(Rn).
The space HS'P(Ω) is a Banach space with the norm
||<p = inf{||tf||. ip; UεH**(Rn\ U\Ω = u}.
Furthermore, if s > 1 /p, we define
ff~ilp'p(dΩ) = the space of the boundary values y> of functions
with the norm
The space Bs~ίlptp(dΩ) is a Banach space with respect to the norm N
s
-i/p,p; more
precisely it is a Besov space.
We let
Hs>p(Ω,R3) = the space of all Hs>p functions φ:Ω->R\
Bs-ί/p*p(dΩ,R3) = thG space of all Bs~^p functions φ:dΩ-+R3.
We introduce a subspace of the Besov space Bs~ 1 ~ 1/p'p(dΩ,R3) for s> 14- 1 /p which
is associated with the boundary condition
-a)φ = τ on dΩ
in the following way: We let
^M
with the norm
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Then it is easy to verify that the space Bs(~]
l
~
l/p
'
p(dΩ,R3) is a Banach space with
respect to the norm N
α;s-ι-ι/p,r We remark that
3)
 tf αΞΞθ on dςι (displacement),
) = BS~1- llp>p(dΩ,R3) if α = 1 on <9Ω (traction).
If s>3/p+l, we let
^ = the subspace of all configurations φ in HS'P(QR3).
We remark that the set V is open in the space /fs'p(Ω,/?3). Indeed, this follows
from an application of the inverse mapping theorem, since the Sobolev imbedding
theorem tells us that the Hs'p topology is stronger than the C1 topology, for all
We associate with problem (*) a nonlinear map between Banach spaces
F: Hsp(Ω,R3) -> Hs~ 2 *(Ω,Λ3) x Bs(~}
as follows:
), *P(Dφ) N+(\-x)φ\dΩl
It follows from an application of the ω-lemma (see [11, Chapter 3, Theorem 1.13],
[16, Chapter II, Section 4]) that the map F is of class C1.
Now we can state our main existence and uniqueness result for problem (*)
of nonlinear elastostatics:
Main theorem. Let \<p<co and s>3/p+ 1. We assume that:
(P) P(Dφ) = Q when φ=I
Ω
 (identity map on Ω).
(H) The first elasticity tensor A = d2 W / dFdF evaluated at φ=I
Ω
 enjoys the
property of symmetry
and is uniformly pointwise stable, that is, there is a constant η>0 such that
-e λ'e>η\\e\\2
for all symmetric two tensors e.
(A) aφl on dΩ.
Then there exist a neighborhood ^ of the configuration $ in //S'P(Ω,/?3) and a
neighborhood i^ of the point
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in H'-^QR^xBϊ-^-VP'PtfQR3) such that the map F:^->^ is one-to-one and
onto.
Condition (P) implies that the undeformed state is stress free. Condition (A)
implies that our boundary condition is not equal to the pure traction boundary
condition. It is worth pointing out here that the pure traction problem may have
non-unique solutions even for small loads and near a stress free state (see [11,
Chapter 7, Section 7.3]).
Rephrased, Main Theorem states that if the linearized problem is uniformly
pointwise stable, then, for slight perturbations of the load or boundary conditions
from their values at the undeformed state, the nonlinear problem (*) has a unique
solution φ near Φ = 1
Ω
.
We give two examples of hyperelastic materials.
EXAMPLE 1 (The Hencky-Nadai elasto-plastic material). The stored energy
function W(X,F) has the form
3 Γ(
,F) = -
4Jo
3
g(ξ)dξ + -
fc=ι
where geC°°([0,oo ),/?), K is the modulus of compression and
4 3 /I I/ 3
- Σ FtJ + FJύ-- Σ Fu
EXAMPLE 2 (The St.Venant-Kirchhoff isotropic material). The stored energy
function W(X9F) has the form
where λ(X\ μ(X) are smooth functions on Ω and Cij{F) = Σl=ίFkiFkj is the Green
deformation tensor.
For the Hencky-Nadai elasto-plastic material, we have the following result (cf.
[5, Theoreme 2]):
Theorem 1. Let !</?<oo and 5>3//?+l. We assume that:
(A) α^έl on dΩ.
(G) g(0)>0 and K>0.
Then condition (//) is satisfied and so Main Theorem applies.
For the St.Venant-Kirchhoff isotropic material, we have the following result (cf.
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[4, Theorem 6.7-1]):
Theorem 2. Let \<p<ao and s>3/p + 1. We assume that
(A) α^l on dΩ.
(M) There exist constants c
ί
>Q and c2>0 such that
μ(X) > cl9 λ(X) + -μ(X) > c2 on Ω.
Then condition (H) is satisfied and so Main Theorem applies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1 we present a brief description of the basic concepts and results
of the Lp theory of pseudo-differential operators.
In Section 2 we linearize problem (*) and study the following problem of
linear elastostatics for the unknown vector function v:
(A v := div(a - Vv) =/ in Ω,
t#
α
v := α(a Vv Λ) + (1 — α)v = ψ on 3Ω.
Here a is smooth elasticity tensor and n is the outward unit normal to δΩ.
In Sections 3 through 6 we study the linearized problem (|) in the framework
of Sobolev spaces of Lp style, by using the Lp theory of pseudo-differential
operators. Our fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem for problem (|) is
stated as Theorem 2.1 in Section 2.
In Section 3 we show that problem (|) can be reduced to the study of a 3 x 3
matrix-valued pseudo-differential operator on the boundary. We explain more
precisely the idea of our approach to problem (|).
First we consider the displacement boundary value problem
(Av = div(a Vv) =/ in Ω,
[v = φ on δΩ.
The existence and uniqueness theorem for problem (D) is well established in the
framework of Sobolev spaces of Lp style (Theorem 3.1). Thus one can introduce
the Possion operator
9: Bs
as follows: For any φEBs~ί/pfp(dΩ,R3\ the function &φ is the unique solution of
the problem
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Av = 0 inΩ,
v=φ onδΩ.
Next we consider the following mixed displacement-traction boundary value
problem:
(M) v)=/ inΩ,
= f0 ondΩ.
The existence and uniqueness theorem for problem (M) is also well established in
the framework of Sobolev spaces of Lp style (Theorem 3.2).
Then, using problems (D) and (M), we show that problem (f) can be reduced
to the study of a 3 x 3 matrix-valued operator
where
It is known that the operator Π is a 3 x 3 matrix-valued, classical pseudo-differential
operator of first order on the boundary δΩ.
In Section 4 we prove a regularity theorem for problem (|). More precisely one
can construct a parametrix S
a
 for the operator Γ
α
 in the Hormander class
L?
 1/2(<3Ω,/?3), and then apply a Besov-space boundedness theorem due to Bourdaud
[3] to the parametrix S
Λ
 to obtain the regularity theorem for problem (|) (Theorem
4.1).
Section 5 is devoted to a uniqueness theorem for problem (|) (Theorem 5.1). We
show that the operator
is injective. In the proof we make good use of Korn's inequality (Theorem 3.7)
to show an inequality of Garding type for problem (|).
Section 6 is devoted to an existence theorem for problem (f) (Theorem 6.1), which
is an essential step in the proof of Main Theorem.
By the uniqueness theorem, we know that the operator $#
Λ
 is injective. Hence,
in order to prove the surjectivity, it suffices to show that the index of the operator
j/
β
 is equal to zero (Proposition 6.2).
In doing so, we replace the operator A by the operator A-λl with Λ>0, and
consider instead of problem (f) the following boundary value problem:
((A - λl)v = div(a Vv) - λv =f in Ω,
α)v=:y> onδΩ.
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We remark that problem (f)A coincides with problem (f) when A = 0.
In order to study problem (t)A, we shall make use of a method essentially
due to Agmon [1], just as in [13]. This is a technique of treating a spectral
parameter λl as a second-order differential operator of an extra variable and
relating the old problem to a new one with the additional variable (Propositon 6.4).
The final Section 7 is devoted to the proof of Main Theorem, Theorem 1
and Theorem 2. By Theorem 2.1, our Main Theorem follows from an application
of the inverse mapping theorem. In the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, we calculate
explicitly the first elasticity tensor A, and verify that condition (G) or condition
(M) implies condition (H).
I am grateful to Hiroya Ito for fruitful conversations while working on this
paper. I also would like to express my hearty thanks to the referee for his
careful reading of the first draft of the manuscript and many valuable suggestions.
1. Theory of pseudo-differential operators
In this section we present a brief description of the basic concepts and results
of the Lp theory of pseudo-differential operators which will be used in the sebsequent
sections. For detailed studies of pseudo-differential operators, the reader is referred
to Hόrmander [7], Kumano-go [9] and Taylor [14].
1.1 Function spaces. First we recall the basic definitions and facts about the
Fourier transform. If/eL^/Γ), we define its (direct) Fourier transform J^/by the
formula
Similarly, if geLl(Rn)9 we define its inverse Fourier transform &*g by the
formula
We let
) = the space of C°° functions on Rn rapidly decaying at infinity.
The transforms ^  and J^* map ^ (Rn) continuously into itself, and &r&r* = &'*&r = ,/
on y(Rn\ The dual space &"(Rn) of ^(Rn) consists of those distributions TeS>'(Rn)
that have continuous extensions to £f(Rn\ The direct and inverse Fourier
transforms can be extended to the space &"(Rn). Once again, the transforms 3F
and J^* map <9"(Rn) continuously into itself, and JZΓJ2Γ* = JZΓ*JZΓ =
 t/ on 9> '(Rn).
If seR, we define a linear map
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by the formula
Then the map Js is an isomorphism of &"(Rn) onto itself, and its inverse is the
map J~s. The function Jsu is called the Bessel potential of order s of w.
The function spaces we shall treat in this paper are the following (see [2],
[15]): If seR and !</?<oo, we let
Hs>P(R") = the image of LP(R") under the mapping Js.
The space Hs'p(Rn) is called the (generalized) Sobolev space of order s.
We list some basic topological properties of Hs'p(Rn) :
(1) The space ¥(Rn) is dense in Hs>p(Rn\
(2) The space H~s'p'(Rn) is the dual space of Hs>p(Rn\ where p'=p/(p-l)
is the exponent conjugate to p.
(3) If s > t, then we have the inclusions
y(R") a HS>P(R") c= H^p(Rn) c y\R*\
with continuous injections.
(4) If s is a nonnegative integer, then the space Hs'p(Rn) is isomorphic to the
usual Sobolev space Hs'p(Rn\ that is, the space Hs'p(Rn) coincides with the space
of functions ueLp(Rn) such that D*uεLp(R") for \oc\<s.
Next, if !</?<oo, we let
Bl>p(Rn~l) = the space of functions φeLp(Rn~l) such that
\φ(x+y)-2φ(x) + φ(x-y)\*
- —  ay ax < co.
-.χ«— M""1+p
The space B* p(R"~l) is a Banach space with respect to the norm
I I , 1 / P
I I i IM— 1 + n
If se/?, we let
^'^"-^^the image of B^p(Rn~^ under the mapping J's~\
where J'5'1 is the Bessel potential of order £-1 on Rn~l. The space Bs>p(Rn~l)
is called the Besov space of order s.
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We list some basic topological properties of /^(/Γ"1):
(1) The space ^(Rn~l) is dense in Bs^(Rn~l\
(2) The space B-S<P'(R"-l) is the dual space of Bs>p(Rn~1), where/?' =p/(p-1).
(3) If s > t, then we have the inclusions
^(Λ""1) ci Bs>p(Rn-1) c tf^ir-1) c &"(Rn-l\
with continuous injections.
(4) If s = m + σ where m is a nonnegative integer and 0<σ< 1, then the Besov
space Bs-p(Rn~*) coincides with the space of functions φeHm'p(Rn~l) such that we
have, for |α|=w,
ίί,
\!Tφ(x)-D*φ<y)\>
ax ay < oo.
^
I -^  - t j l " — 1 ~t~ P&
J j n - l χ H M - 1 \X—y\
If M is an ^-dimensional compact C°° manifold without boundary, then the
spaces HS'P(M) are defined to be locally the spaces Hs'p(Rn) upon using local
coordinate systems flattening out M, together with a partition of unity. The
spaces ^ (δΩ) are defined similarly, with HS>P(R") replaced by ff p(R*~~1). The norm
of Bs>p(dΩ) will be denoted by |-|
β t p.
Finally we state two important facts which will be used in the study of
boundary value problems:
(I) The restriction map
is continuous for all s > 1 //>, and is surjective.
(II) (Rellich) If s > t, then the injections
> ff>p(dΩ)
are both compact (or completely continuous).
1.2 Pseudo-differential operators. Let Ω be an open subset of Rn. If me/?
and 0<(5<p<l, we let
S™
δ
(ΩxRN) = the set of all functions fleC°°(Ωx/?N) with the property
that, for any compact K c Ω and any multi-indices α, /?, there
exists a constant C
κ
^
β
>0 such that we have for all xe K and
ΘεRN
The elements of S^Ω x /?N) are called symbols of order m. We set
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S - °°(Ω x RN) = f) SχjSl x RN).
meR
A symbol a(x,Θ)eS™0(Ω, x RN) is said to be classical if there exist C°° functions
aj(xβ\ positively homogeneous of degree m—j in θ for |0|>1, such that, for all
positive integers k9
a-ΣojeSTjlΩxR").
j=0
We let
SC7(Ω x RN) = the set of all classical symbols of order m.
A pseudo-differential -operator of order m on Ω is a Fourier integral operator
of the form
-^- jϊ βί('-
βπΠJnxβn
, we Co°°(Ω),
with some a e Sp|a(Ω x Ω x /?"). Here the integral is taken in the sense of oscillatory
integrals.
We let
L™
δ
(Ω) = the set of all pseudo-differential operators of order m on Ω,
and set
meR
If AeL£
δ
(Ω), one can choose a properly supported operator A0eL£δ(Ω) such
that Λ-Λ0e£~°°(Ω), and define
σ(yl) = the equivalence class of the complete symbol of A0 in the
factor class S™
δ
(Ω xRn)/S~ °°(Ω x R").
The equivalence class σ(A) does not depend on the operator A0 chosen, and is
called the complete symbol of A.
A pseudo-differential operator A E L™>0(Ω) is said to be classical if its complete
symbol σ(A) has a representative in the class 5C7(Ω x Rn).
If M is an ^-dimensional paracompact C°° manifold without boundary and
if m e R and 1— p<δ<p<l9 then we can define a class L™δ(M) of pseudo-differential
operators of order m on M, and transfer all the machinery of pseudo-differential
operators to manifolds. We let
L™
δ
(M) = the set of all pseudo-differential operators of order m on M.
Some results about pseudo-differential operators on Rn are also true for
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pseudo-differential operators on M. For example, we have the following three
important results:
(I) The class L™
δ
(M) is stable under the operations of composition of operators
and taking the transpose or adjoint of an operator.
(II) A pseudo-differential operator A in the class L*j(M), 0<<5<1, extends
to continuous linear operators :HS'P(M)-+ Hs~m'p(M) and A :BS>P(M}^> Bs~m'p(M)
for all seR and !</?<oo (see [3, Theorem 1]).
(III) Let A e L™
δ
(M) with complete symbol p(x,ξ). Assume that, for any
compact set K in each local chart U and any multi-indices α, /?, there exist constants
CKtΛtβ>Q, CK>Q and μeR such that we have, for all xeK and \ξ\>Cκ,
&\ < C
κ
.
Λtβ \p(x,ξ) I (1
Then there exists aparametrix B in the class L£tδ(M) for A (see [7, Theorem 22.1.3]).
2. Linear elastostatics
In this section we study a linearization of problem (*) of nonlinear elastostatics,
and state our fundamental existence and unigueness theorem (Theorem 2.1) for
the linearized problem (|) in the framework of Sobolev spaces of Lp style.
2.1 Linearization of nonlinear elastostatics. First we linearize the nonlinear
equations of elastostatics
Q in Ω.
The corresponding equations linearized at a configuration φ are the following (see
[11, Chapter 4, Section 4.2]):
) in Ω,
where
A = —(/), F=Dφ.
dF
Similarly the linearization of the boundary condition
aP(Dφ)'N+(l-(ήφ=τ on <3Ω
about a configuration ^ is the following:
τ on 9!
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Summing up, we obtain the following linearization of problem (*) for the
unknown vector function V:
Γdiv(A VP) = -divP(£)-B inΩ,
V-(l-α)ψ on<3Ω.
2.2 Linear elastostatics. In this subsection we consider problem (**) of linear
elastostatics in the following form:
fdiv(a-Vv)=/ inΩ,
[α(a Vv n) + (l — α)v = y? on 5Ω.
Here a is a smooth elasticity tensor and n is the outward unit normal to 3Ω.
Now we let
Vv),
and associate with problem (f) a linear operator
(AJIJ : Hsp(Ω,R3) -> Hs~2p(Ω,R3) x
Then it is easy to verify that the operator (A,B
a
) is continuous, for all s>\ + \/p.
Our fundamental result is the following existence and uniqueness theorem for
problem (f) (cf. [8, Theorem I]):
Theorem 2.1. Let \<p<co and s>l/p+ 1. We assume that:
(H') The elasticity tensor a enjoys the property of symmetry
at jlm = ^ Irnij = ^ jilm >
and is uniformly pointwise stable, that is, there is a constant η>0 such that
-e-a e>η\\e\\2
for all symmetric two tensors e.
(A) α^l on <3Ω.
Then the operator
(A,BJ : Hsp(Ω,R3) -+ Hs-2p(QR3) xB8^1
is an algebraic and topological isomorphism.
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In order to prove Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that the operator (A,B
Λ
)
is bijective. Indeed, the continuity of the inverse of (A,B
a
) follows immediately
from an application of Banach's closed graph theorem, since (A,B
Λ
) is a continuous
operator.
Theorem 2.1 will be proved in a series of theorems (Theorems 4.1, 5.1 and
6.1) in the subsequent sections.
3. Reduction to the boundary
In Sections 3 through 6 we study the linearized problem (|) in the framework
of Sobolev spaces of Lp style, by using the Lp theory of pseudo-differential
operators. In this section we show that problem (|) can be reduced to the study of
a 3 x 3 matrix-valued pseudo-differential operator on the boundary.
3.1 Operator J
α
. First we consider the displacement boundary value
problem
(D) jdiv(a Vv)=/ inΩ,
[v = φ on δΩ.
We let
and associate with problem (D) a continuous linear operator
Then we have the following result (cf. [11, Chapter 6, Theorem 1.11], [8,
Lemma 1.3]):
Theorem 3.1. If condition (//') is satisfied, then the operator
(A,r) : Hsp(QR3) -> HS~2>P(Ω,R3) x Bs~ ί/p>p(dΩ,R3)
is an algebraic and topological isomorphism, for all s > 1 /p.
By Theorem 3.1, one can introduce a linear operator
9 : Bs
as follows: For any φeBs~l'/p'p(dΩ,R3), the funciton 0>φ is the unique solution of
the problem
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= Q inΩ,
v = φ on δΩ.
The operator ^ is called the Possion operator for problem (D).
We remark that the spaces
;Aw=Q in Ω} and
are isomorphic in such a way that
Next we consider the following mixed displacement-traction boundary value
problem:
ίdiv(a Vv)=/ inΩ,
{(a V v n) 4- v = φ on <5Ω.
We let
and associate with problem (M) a continuous linear operator
(A,B+
r
) : Hsp(Ω,R3) -> H
Then we have the following (cf. [11, Chapter 6, Theorem 1.11], [8, Lemma
1.3]):
Theorem 3.2. If condition (Hf) is satisfied, then the operator
(AJ+r) : Hsp(QR3) -» Hs~2p(Ω,R3) xB5'1' 1/P'^Ω,/?3)
w α« algebraic and topological isomorphism, for all s> 1 4- 1 //?.
Now, using problems (D) and (M), we show that problem (|) can be reduced
to the study of a 3 x 3 matrix-valued pseudo-differential operator on the boundary.
Let / be an arbitrary element of Hs~2tp(Rn\ and φ an arbitrary element of
such that
with
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We assume that ueHs'p(QR3) is a solution of the problem
Au=f inΩ,
[B
a
u - xBu 4- (1 - vί)γu = φ on dΩ.
By Theorem 3.2, we can find an element veHsp(Ω,R3} such that
(M) \Av=f mΩ'(Bv +γv — ψ\ — ψ2 on dΩ.
We let
Then it is easy to see that weHs'p(Ω,R3) is a solution of the problem
(to fa"=*
 +(2 ^
But the Possion operator & is an isomorphism of the space Bs~1/p'p(dΩ,R3) onto
the space N(A,s,p). Therefore we find that weHs'p(Ω,R3) is a solution of problem
(f) if and only if φeBs~ί/p^p(dΩ,R3) is a solution of the equation
(ί) B
a
0>ψ = φ2 + (2a-l)yv on
Here ψ=7Ή>, or equivalently, w = gPψ. This is a generalization of the classical
Fredholm integral equation.
Summing up, we obtain the following:
Proposition 3.3. For given feHs~2p(Ω,R3) and φe^l~ilp9p(dΩ9R3) with
s>\ + l / p , there exists a solution ueHs'p(QR3) of problem (|) if and only if there
exists a solution φeBs~i/p'p(dΩ,R3) of equation (J).
Now we let
J
α
 : C°°(dΩ,/?3) ^
Then we have
where
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= a V0> - n 8Ω.
It is known (see [7, Chapter XX]) that the operator Π is a 3 x 3 matrix-valued,
classical pseudo-differential operator of first order on δΩ; hence the orepator T
a
is a 3 x 3 matrix-valued, classical pseudo-differential operator of first order on δΩ.
Consequently Proposition 3.3 asserts that problem (|) can be reduced to the
study of the system J
α
 of pseudo-differential operators on the boundary δΩ. We
shall formulate this fact more precisely in terms of functional analysis.
We associate with problem (f) a continuous linear operator
Similarly we associate with equation (ί) a densely defined, closed linear operator
y
Λ
 : BS~ Vp>p(dΩ,R3) -> Bs~ 1/p>p(dΩ,R3)
as follows.
(a) The domain D(^ ^  of ^
α
 is the space
D(y^ = {φeBs' l/p>p(dΩ,R3) T
Λ
φ eBs~ llp p(dΩ,R3)}.
(b) ^
Λ
φ=T
Λ
Then Proposition 3.3 can be reformulated in the following form (cf. [12,
Section 8.3]):
Theorem 3.4. (i) The null space N(^ ^  of stf
Λ
 has finite dimension if and only
if the null space N(^~
Λ
) of 3"
 Λ
 has finite dimension, and we have
(ii) The range R(^
Λ
) of j/
α
 is closed if and only if the range R(3~<^ of 3~
Λ
 is
closed, and R(^
Λ
) has finite codimension if and only if R(^
a
) has finite codimension,
and we have
codim R(s*^ = codim
(iii) The operator «s/
α
 is a Fredholm operator if and only if the operator 2Γ
 Λ
 is a
Fredholm operator, and we have
ind j^
α
 = ind ^ "
α
.
Furthermore the next theorem states that the operator j/
α
 has regularity
property if and only if the operator ^ \ has:
Theorem 3.5. Let 1 <p < oo and s>l/p+l. Then the following two conditions
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are equivalent:
(i) w
(ii) φeB-ilp'p(dΩ,R3),
Proof, (i) => (ii): First, just as in [12, Proposition 8.3.2], we can prove that the
boundary condition B
Λ
u is defined as a function in 5~1~1/^(θΩ,/?3) if uεLp(Ω,R3)
and AueHs~2'p(QR3). Furthermore we remark that the Poisson operator 9 is
an isomorphism of the space Έf~ i/p>p(8QR3) onto the space N(Aj,p) = (M> e H* P(Ω,R3)
^w = 0 in Ω} for α// ίe/?.
Now we assume that
φ e Λ-
 1/ί7
'^(δΩ,/?3) and
Then, letteing u — ^ φ, we obtain that
W6LP(Ω,/?3), ^« = 0 and
Hence it follows from condition (i) that
so that by Theorem 3.1
9)
(ii) => (i): Conversely we assume that
and
where
with
φ^B*-1- l/p>p(dQR3), φ2εBs~ ίlp>p(dΩ,R3).
Then the function u can be decomposed as follows:
U = V + M>,
where veHs'p(QR3) is the unique solution of the problem
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(M)
[Bv +γv = ψί —
and so
w = u
Theorem 3.1 tells us that the function w can be written as
Hence we have
T
Λ
φ = B
Λ
w
Thus it follows from condition (ii) that
so that again by Theorem 3.1
This proves that
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is complete. Π
3.2 Operator ZΓ. In this subsection we prove some properties of the operator
Π as a 3 x 3 matrix-valued pseudo-differential operator. In doing so, we need the
following Green's formula and Korn's inequalities:
Theorem 3.6 (Green's formula). We have for all «,veC°°(Ω,/?3)
Γ Γ Γ(3.1) u div(Ά'Vv)dx=\ u[a'Vvn]da- \ Vu a Vvdx.
J Ω J dΩ JΩ
Here da is the area element on the boundary δΩ.
By the symmetry of the tensor a, Theorem 3.6 follows from an application
of the divergence theorem.
We define the strain tensor e = (e^ as
Then the next inequalities are special cases of Garding's inequality for the elliptic
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operator u\-+e (see [6, Chapitre 3, Theoremes 3.1 et 3.3]):
Theorem 3.7 (Korn's inequalities), (i) For every non-empty open subset
ω c: <5Ω, there exists a constant c(ω)>0 such that
1e\\2dx>c(ω)( \\u\\2dx+\ \\Vu\\2dx
for all ueHl'2(Ω9R3) satisfying n = 0 on ω.
(ii) There exists a constant c>0 such that
\ \\e\\2dx+ f \\u\\2 dx>c(\ \\u\\2dx+ f \\Vufdx]
JΩ JΩ \JΩ JΩ /
for all we// 1 2(Ω,/?3).
Now we can prove the following (cf. [8, Propositon 1.4]):
Theorem 3.8. (i) The operator Π is formally self-adjoint: ZΓ*=/7.
(ii) The operator Π is strongly elliptic, that is, there exist constants c^O and
c2>0 such that we have for all ^eC°°(<9Ω,C3)
(3.2)
(iii) The principal symbol pι(x',ζ') of Π satifies the condition
(3.3) Pι(x'£)>c0\ξ'\I on Γ*(δΩ),
with a constant c0>0. Here Γ*(δΩ) is the cotangent bundle of dΩ and \ξ'\ is the
length of ξ' with respect to the Riemannian metric of δΩ induced by the natural
metric of R3.
Proof, (i) The formal self-adjointness of Π follows from the symmetry of
the tensor a, by using Green's formula (3.1).
(ii) Since the tensor a is uniformly pointwise stable, it follows from an
application of the second Korn inequality (Theorem 3.7) that, for all ne//1'2(Ω,G3),
= e a-edx
Ω JΩ
>2η\ \\e\\2 dx
JΩ
->2ηc\\u\\l
Λ
2η\\u\\l^.
In particular, taking u = ^ ψ and using formula (3.1), we have, with Cl=2ηc and
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1,(3.4) ΠφJdΩ
But we recall that the Poisson operator & is an isomorphism of Bs~1/2-2(dΩ,,R3)
onto N(A,s,2) for all seR.
Therefore the desired inequality (3.2) follows from inequality (3.4).
(iii) It is known (see [7, Chapter XX], [9],[14]) that inequality (3.2) implies
the strong ellipticity (3.3) of the operator Π. Π
4. Regularity theorem for problem (f)
In this section we prove the following regularity theorem for problem (f):
Theorem 4.1. Let !</?<oo. If condition (//') is satisfied, then we have, for
any s>l + l / p ,
=>ueHsp(Ω,,R3).
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, we are reduced to the study of a 3 x 3 matrix-valued,
classical pseudo-differential operator Γ
α
 = α/7+(l— α)7. Hence it suffices to prove
the following:
Lemma 4.2. If condition (//') is satisfied, then we have for all seR
φ e ^ '(<3Ω,/?3), 7> e Bs>p(dΩ,R3) =>φe ^ '"(δΩ,/?3).
Furthermore, for any t<s, there exists a constant C
s f>0 such that
Proof. First we find that the operator Γ
α
 is a 3 x 3 matrix-valued, classical
pseudo-differential operator of first order on dΩ and its complete symbol t(x',ξ')
is given by the following:
(4. 1) t(x',ξ') = x(x')Pί(x',ξ') 4- [(1 - α(x'))/+ φ>0(λ'',£)]
-f terms of order < — 1,
where (cf. inequality (3.3))
(4.2) PiW)*c0\?\I on Γ*(3Ω).
Thus, just as in the proof of [13, Lemma 4.3], one can prove the following:
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Claim 4.3. If condition (//') is satisfied, then, for each point x' 0/δΩ, one can find
a neighborhood U(x') of xf such that:
For any compact K c: U(xr) and any multi-indices α,/?, there exist constants
Cκ,Λ,β>Q ana C
κ
>0 such that we have, for all x'εK and \ξ'\>C
κ
,
||/^/>M*VΓ)ll<^
\\t(x',ξfrv\\<c
κ
.
Therefore, applying [7, Theorem 22.1.3] to our situation, one can construct
a parametrix S
α
 for the operator J
α
 in the Hormander class L?
 1/2(<9Ω,/?3) of 3 x 3
matrix-valued pseudo-differential operators on δΩ. Lemma 4.2 follows from
an application of a Besov-space boundedness theorem due to Bourdaud [3,
Theorem 1]. Π
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. Π
5. Uniqueness theorem for problem (|)
The next uniqueness theorem for problem (|) asserts that the operator stf
Λ
 is
infective:
Theorem 5.1. Let !</?<oo and s>l/p+l. Assume that conditions (A)
and (//') are satisfied. If a function ve//s'p(Ω,/?3) is a solution of the problem
ίdiv(a Vv) = 0 mΩ,
then it follows that v = Q in Ω.
Proof. First, by Theorem 4.1, one may assume that
veC°°(Ω,/?3).
Further we remark that the condition
α(a Vv /ι)-f(l-α)v = 0 on δΩ
includes the condition
v = 0 on the set {xeδΩ; φ) = 0}.
Hence it follows from an application of Green's formula (3.1) that
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Vv a Vvdx— I v[a Vv if]d0
Ω
0= x- |
J  JdΩ
= e-a edx —
JΩ J{a
-  \ v[a Vv Λ] da
I Ί \e.*.edx+\ I — \\v\\2da
Ω
> e-a-edx,
JΩ
where e is the strain tensor associated with the function v. But, since the elasticity
tensor a is uniformly pointwise stable, it follows that
-e 2i e>η\\e\\2.
Hence we have
0>2>/
and so
\ \\e\\2dx,
JΩ
e = Q in Ω.
This implies that
0 = α(a Vv ιι)4 (l-α)v = α(a ^ ιι) + (l-α)v = (l-α)v on
Thus, if we let
we find that
v = 0 on ω.
Furthermore condition (A) tells us that the open set ω is non-empty.
Therefore we can make use of the first Korn inequality (Theorem 3.7) to
obtain that
(5.1) v = 0 in Ω.
Indeed, we have
\\e\\2 dx>2ηc(ώ)( \ \\v\\2 dx+ \ ||Vv||2</Λ
\JΩ JΩ /
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which proves assertion (5.1). Π
6. Existence theorem for problem (f)
The next existence theorem for problem (|) asserts that the operator j/
α
 is
surjective:
Theorem 6.1. Let l</?<oo and s>l/p + l. If conditions (A) and (//')
are satisfied, thenjor anyfe Hs~2p(Ω,R3) and any φeB3^1' 1/p'p(δΩ,/?3), the problem
Jdiv(a Vv)=/ inΩ,
{α(a Vv ιι) + (l — a)v = φ on 3Ω
has a solution vεHsp(Ω,,R3).
Proof. We associate with problem (|) a continuous linear operator
s/
a
 := (A,B
a
) : Hsp(^R3) -> Hs~2p(Ω,R3) x βfa 1
Then, by Theorem 3.4, we know that
But Theorem 5.1 tells us that the operator ^
Λ
 (or equivalently the operator S~^
is injective. Hence, in order to prove the surjectivity, it suffices to show the
following:
Proposition 6.2. ind^
α
 = 0.
Proof. (1) First we replace the operator A by the operator A — λl with Λ,>0,
and consider instead of problem (|) the following boundary value problem:
((A-λI)u=f inΩ,
(xu = onδΩ.
We associate with problem (t)
λ
 a continuous linear operator
JJίλ) = (A- λl, BJ : HS"(QR3) -+ Hs ~ 2^(Ω,/?3) x Bs(~} l ~
We remark that the operator <stf
a
(λ) coincides with the operator sf
Λ
 when λ = Q.
We reduce the study of problem (\)
λ
 to that of a 3 x 3 matirx-valued
pseudo-differential operator on the boundary, just as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We can prove that Theorem 3.1 remains valid for the operator A—λl. More
precisely we have the following results:
(a) The displacement boundary value problem
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-λI)w = Q inΩ,
w = φ on 5Ω
has a unique solution κ> in Htp(Ω,R3) for any φ e f f ~ i / p p(dΩ,R3)
(b) The Possion operator
0>(λ) : 5'" 1/P'P(3Ω,/?3) -> //'-'(Ω,/?3),
defined by M> = ^(Λ)y>, is an isomorphism of the space If~ίlp'p(dQR3) onto the
space N(A-λI,tj>) = {ueHt p(Ω9R3)ι(A-λI)u=Q in Ω} for all teR, and its inverse
is the trace operator on the boundary 5Ω.
Let T
Λ
(λ) be a 3 x 3 matrix-valued, classical pseudo-differential operator of
first order on the boundary δΩ defined by the formula
Γ
β
(λ) = B^(λ) = αtf(A) + (!-«)/, λ > 0,
where
Z7(% = JB^(λ)9 = a - V0>(λ)φ - n \SΩ.
We introduce a densely defined, closed linear operator
as follows:
(α) The domain D(^
Λ
(λ)) of 5"
α
(/l) is the space
We remark that the operator 3~
Λ
(λ) coincides with the operator 2Γ
Λ
 when λ = 0.
Then we can obtain the following results:
(i) The null space N(j/
a
(λ)) of jf
Λ
(λ) has finite dimension if and only if the
null space N(^~
Λ
(λ)) of &~
Λ
(λ) has finite demension, and we have
dim N(j*Jίλ)) = dim N(3Γ
a
(λ)).
(ii) The range R(s/
Λ
(λ)) of ^
Λ
(λ) is closed if and only if the range R(^
Λ
(λ))
of &~
a
(λ) is closed; and R(,$tf
Λ
(λ)} has finite codimension if and only if R(,9~
Λ
(λ))
has finite codimension, and we have
codim R(s/
Λ
(λ)) = codim R(F
Λ
(λ)).
(iii) The operator stf
Λ
(λ) is a Fredholm operator if and only if the operator
&~
Λ
(λ) is a Fredholm operator, and we have
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(2) In order to study problem (f)A, we shall make use of a method essentially
due to Agmon [1] (see [12, Section 8.4], [10]).
We introduce an auxiliary variable y of the unit circle
and replace the parameter — λl by the second-order differential operator
That is, we replace the operator A — λl by the operator
l=A+^ldy2
and consider instead of problem (|)
λ
 the following boundary value problem:
? inΩxS,~
ondΩxS.
Then we have the following results:
(a) The displacement boundary value problem
w = φ on δΩ x S
has a unique solution w in //^(Ωx S,R3) for any φeBt~ί/p'p(dΩxS
ί
R3) (teR).
(b) The Poission operator
p.βt- ι/P,P(3fj x sjt3) -> H' P(Ω x S,R3),
defined by w = $φ, is an isomorphism of the space ff~ί/p'p(dΩx S,/?3) onto the
space N(Λ,t,p) = {ueHt'p(ΩxS,R3);Λu = Q in ΩxS} for all tεR; and its
inverse is the trace operator on the boundary δΩ x S.
We let
ΐ
a
 : C°°(3Ω x S,/?3) -> C°°(δΩ x 5,/?3)
ψ^Bβφ.
Then the operator f
α
 can be decomposed as follows:
ί
α
where
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The operator Π is a 3 x 3 matrix-valued, classical pseudo-differential operator of first
order on dΩ x 5, and its complete symbol βι(x',ξ',y,η) is given by the following:
Pι(x'9ξ'9y,η) +Po(x',ξ',y,η) + terms of order < - 1,
where (cf. inequality (4.2))
(6.1) Pi(*,?M)^oJ\?\2 + 12' on
Thus we find that the operator Γ
α
 = αJ7-f-(l— α)7 is a 3x3 matrix-valued,
classical pseudo-differential operator of first order on dΩ, x 5 and its complete
symbol ϊ(x',ζ',y,ή) is given by the following (cf. formula (4.1)):
(6.2) fc',ξ>Λ) = Φ1Pι( ,^
+ terms of order < — 1.
Then, by virtue of formulas (6.2) and (6.1), it is easy to verify that the operator
T
Λ
 satisfies all the conditions of a matrix-valued version of [7, Theorem 22.1.3]
with μ = 0, p = 1 and (5 = 1/2, just as in Lemma 4.2. Hence there exists a parametrix
S
α
 in the Hόrmander class L?>1/2(δΩx5,i?3) for the operator TΛ.
Therefore we obtain the following result, analogous to Lemma 4.2:
Lemma 6.3. If condition (//') is satisfied, then we have for all s e R
φ e ®'(3Ω x 5), f
 αSS e tf^dΩ x S,/?
3) => 0 e IΓ^Ω x 5,/?3).
Furthermore, for any t<s, there exists a constant C
s ί
>0 such that
(6.3) \φ\
s
,P<Cs,(\TΛφ\s>p + \φ\t^.
We introduce a densely defined, closed linear operator
x S,/?3) -» 5s- 1/p'p(δΩ x
as follows:
(α) The domain D(^J of ^
α
 is the space
Then we have the following fundamental relationship between the operators
^
α
 and ^~
a
(λ), just as in [13, Proposition 6.2]:
Proposition 6.4. Ifmd^
Λ
 is finite, then there exists a finite subset K of Z such
that the operator ^~
Λ
(λf) is bijective for all λ' = l2 satisfying leZ\K.
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(3) We show that if condition (//') is satisfied, then we have
(6.4) ind & \ = dim A^
α
) - codim R(f^
Λ
) < oo .
Now estimate (6.3) gives that
(6.5) IR-ι/P,p
where t<s—l/p. But it follows from an application of Rellich's theorem that
the injection Bs~ ilp>p(dΩ x S,/?3) -> P p(dΩ x S,/?3) is compact for t <s- 1 />. Thus,
applying the well-known Peetre lemma (see [12, Theorem 3.7.6]) to our situation,
we obtain that the range R(^J is closed in Bs~llp>p(dΩxS,R*) and
(6.6) dimΛ^Koo.
Similarly, by formula (6.2), one can easily verify that the adjoint f * also satisfies
all the conditions of a matrix-valued version of [7, Theorem 22.1.3] with μ = 0,
p = \ and (5 = 1/2. This implies that estimate (6.5) remains valid for the adjoint
operator &* of &
 α
:
\φ\ -
s+ 1/M < Cj\f*f\ -s+ 1/ptl, + \ΨkPl φ e D(^ϊ),
where τ < — s+\/p and p'=pl(p — \\ the exponent conjugate to p. Hence we
have by the closed range theorem and Peetre's lemma
(6.7) codim R(^
Λ
) = dim N^*) < oo,
since the injection B~s~i/p'p'(dΩ,x S9R3) -> Bτ'p'(dΩ xS,R*) is compact for r<
-s+l/p.
Therefore assertion (6.4) follows from assertions (6.6) and (6.7).
(4) By assertion (6.4), we can apply Proposition 6.4 to obtain that the operator
trα(/2):^s"1/ί7'p(aΩ,/?3)-^^s-1/^(δΩ,/?3) is bijective if /eZ\A:for some finite subset
K of Z. In particular we have
(6.8) md3Γ
Λ
(λ0) = Q if λ0 = l\ leZ\K.
But one can find a 3 x 3 matrix-valued, classical pseudo-differential operator K(λ0) of
order —1 on <9Ω such that (taking λ = Q)
T
x
=T
x
(λ0)+K(λ0).
Furthermore Rellich's theorem tells us that the operator
K(λ0) : Bs
is compact. Hence we have
(6.9)
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Therefore Proposition 6.2 follows by combining assertions (6.8) and (6.9).
D
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is now complete. Π
7. Proof of theorems
This final seciton is devoted to the proof of Main Theorem, Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2. Main Theorem follows from an application of the inverse mapping
theorem. In the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, we calculate explicitly the first
elasticity tensor A, and verify condition (H) in Main Theorem.
7.1 Proof of main theorem. We recall that the linearization of problem (*)
is problem (**) or problem (f) as is shown in Section 2. But Theorem 2.1 (the
existence and uniqueness theorem for problem (|)) tells us that:
The Frechet derivative F'(φ) of the map Fat φ = I
Ω
 is an algebraic and topological
isomorphism of Hsp(Ω,,R3) onto Hs~2'P(Ω,/?3) x £J-1 ~ ί/p>p(dΩ,R3).
Therefore Main Theorem follows immediately from an application of the
inverse mapping theorem (see [11, Chapter 4, Theorem 1.2]). Π
7.2 Proof of theorem 1. The stored energy function for the Hencky-Nadai
elasto-plastic material has the form
3 ί%Γ(F) K( 3
W(X,F] = - g(ξ)dξ + - Y Fkk -4Jo 2\*tΊ
We have only to verify condition (H). First it follows that the first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is given by the formula
and the first elasticity tensor is given by the formula
AyJΛT.F)=g(Γ(F))(δ
u
δ j m + δίmδβ) + (κ-s(Γ(F) δtJSl
+ y
where
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Thus we find that the elasticity tensor A evaluated atφ = I
Ω
 is equal to the following:
But it is easy to verify (see [11, Chapter 4, Proposition 3.13]) that the elasticity
tensor A is uniformly pointwise stable if and only if g(0)>0 and K>Q.
Therefore we have proved that condition (G) implies condition (H). Q
7.3 Proof of theorem 2. The stored energy function for the St.Venant-
Kirchhoff isotropic material has the form
We verify condition (H). First it follows that the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor is given by
dW Γ/KΆΊ/ 3
S^C)^ — (A;C) = p-4 Σ CkkdCij L 2 \ f c = ι
and the second elasticity tensor is given by
, , - . ^ j « .dClm 2 2
Then we know (see [11, Chapter 3, Proposition 4.5]) that the first elasticity tensor
is given by the following formula:
a,b=l
Σ
a,b=
Σ
=ι
Thus it follows that the elasticity tensor A evaluated at φ = I
Ω
 is equal to the
following:
Ayiw( JO = μiWnδjm + δimδβ) + λ(X)δijδlm.
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But it is easy to verify (see [11, Chapter 4, Proposition 3.13]) that if condition
(M) is satisfied, then the elasticity tensor A is uniformly pointwise stable. This
proves that condition (M) implies condition (H). Π
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